
Picture Exchange Communication 
System (PECS) guide
Hello Parents/Carers. Do you feel that you need a quick 
refresher in PECS?

A great way to feel more confident is to watch it being done. Check what level PECS your child is on, 
and then click on one of the corresponding links.

PECS Phase 1: https://youtu.be/eNbucDWEfpg

PECS Phase 2: https://youtu.be/wG-Og6Pz-NE

PECS Phase 3a: https://youtu.be/mXm4oGOkXeg

PECS Phase 3b: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Imrb6mrG4Yg

PECS Phase 4: https://youtu.be/2NXbI6iqVIw

PECS Phase 4 plus attributes: https://youtu.be/8Na69fN9aAA

Please know that all of the Speech Therapists are on hand to answer any questions to you may have 
about using PECS at home. Please feel free to contact us. 
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Picture Exchange Communication System

(PECS)

Parent/Communicative Partner
- Non-verbal enticement
- 1 picture at a time
- Provides open hand AFTER reach
- Gives item within ½ second
- Labels the item
- Fades the open hand

Physical Prompter
- WAITS for the REACH/initiation
-  

release
- Fades prompts effectively
- No verbal prompting
- No R+ (reinforcer) to the child

into parent’s hand to initiate request

Parent/Communicative Partner
- 1 picture at a time
- Non-verbal enticement
- Gradually increases distance from child
-

from the child
- R+ within ½ second
- Labels the item

Physical Prompter
- WAITS for initiation
-

needed
-

book and then the parent/carer
- Avoids verbal prompting and R+

item to parent to initiate request

- Arranges for preferred and non-
items

- Has both items in sight
-

point of the choice
- Uses 4-

1. Model the correct icon
2. Prompt the correct icon
3. Switch
4. Repeat

- Max. 2-3 error correction cycles

(preferred and non-

Physically prompts for pick up reach

E.g. Pick up picture card of preferred item
(can be blank card as well), reach to parent
holding the item, and release picture card

Eliminates “body language” cues, turns away

Physical assistance to go to the parent/carer if

Physical assistance to go to the communication

E.g. Remove picture card of preferred item (can be
blank card as well) from PECS book, go to parent
across the room, and give picture card of preferred

preferred

Uses immediate verbal feedback at the

step error correction

E.g. Discriminate and pick up picture card of
preferred item between 2 picture cards

preferred items), and
give the picture card to parent to initiate
request



-
steps described in PECS IV

- However, it adds a describing word-

three biscuit

initiate request

- Arranges for 2 preferred items
- Uses a plate or tray to hold items
- Does NOT label the icon at exchange
-

it” or indicating a choice
-

icon that was exchanged
- Conducts the 4-

not match
- Teaches to the “reach”

1. Model the icon
2. Prompt the correct icon
3. Switch the focus
4. Repeat by offering both items

preferred item between 2-

parent to initiate request

- Stationary “I want”
- Waits for initiation
- Uses physical prompting only
- Uses Backward Chaining to fade prompts
- Immediate verbal feedback for independence
-

(stationary “I want”)
-

item
-

Sentence Starter
-

independence towards the Sentence Starter
-

NOT insist on verbal speech

and read it out, to initiate request

Picture Exchange Communication System

(PECS)

PECS IV + Attributes is the same

an attribute. This can include a
colour ‘I want green car’, a size ‘I
want big car’, a number ‘I want

E.g. Pick up picture cards of Sentence
Starter “I want”, an attribute (i.e. big),
and an item, put all picture cards in
order on the sentence strip, give the
sentence strip to parent, and tap on
each word on the sentence strip, to

Offers the choices on the tray saying “take

Labels the item if it corresponds to the

step error correction if
the item the child attempted to take did

E.g. Discriminate and pick up picture card of
5 picture cards (all

preferred items), and give the picture card to

Moves the Sentence Starter (“I want”) up after
child is able to consistently do PECS IV A

Waits for initiation towards icon of preferred

Uses physical prompting only towards the

Uses immediate verbal feedback for

Encourage child to repeat or read along, but DO

E.g. Pick up picture card of item and put it on the
sentence strip “I want” and give the sentence strip
to the parent, while parent points to each word



Picture Exchange Communication System

(PECS)

Communicative Partner
-

the question (e.g. “what do you see?)
- 1-second delay
- Gradual increase in the delay
- Social praise ONLY
-

questions

to parent’s question of “what do you see?”

Communicative Partner
- Simulataneous

the question “what do you want?”
- 1-second delay
- Gradual increase in the delay
- Differential R+ for the independent response

you want?”

Simultaneous presentation of the prompt and

Mixing commenting questions with requesting

E.g. Pick up picture cards of Sentence Starter “I see”
and item of subject, put all picture cards in order on
sentence strip, give sentence strip to parent, and
tap on each word on the sentence strip, to respond

presentation of the prompt and

E.g. Pick up picture cards of Sentence Starter “I
want” and desired item, put all picture cards in
order on sentence strip, give sentence strip to
parent, and tap on each word on the sentence
strip, to respond to parent’s question of “what do
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